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Abstract

We hypothesized that seasonal and interannual climate-mediated changes in particulate organic carbon (POC) flux would affect bioturbation and ultimately the sequestration of organic carbon in the deep sea. An 18-yr time-series photographic record from 4100-m depth in the northeast Pacific Ocean showed increased abundance of Echinocrepis rostrata, a common epibenthic echinoid and bioturbator, since the late 1990s. Abundance, size, and speed data were used to estimate bioturbation potential to track long-term changes in the volume of sediment disturbed by E. rostrata. There was no secular increase in E. rostrata bioturbation over 18 yr despite increased population size, although periodic variations in bioturbation were significantly correlated with POC flux. Expected changes in POC flux and bioturbation rates due to climate variation could lead to altered rates of carbon sequestration in deep-sea sediments, affecting the global carbon cycle.

Fluctuations in climate influence deep-sea benthic community structure and activity through the marine carbon cycle. Climate variation affects levels of photosynthetic activity at the sea surface and subsequent particle export (Kahru and Mitchell 2002; Buesseler et al. 2007). Ocean warming is likely to increase stratification and decrease nutrient availability at the surface, leading to a shift toward smaller phytoplankton, greater recycling of nutrients in surface layers, and decreases in particulate organic carbon (POC) flux out of the euphotic zone (Bopp et al. 2005). Thus photosynthetic activity and primary production are related to the quantity and quality of POC flux that reaches the seafloor and ultimately influences the benthic community (Smith et al. 1994; Ruhl and Smith 2004; Ruhl 2007).

Although flux attenuation rates are variable, the majority of the organic carbon produced in the surface layers of the ocean is either recycled in the upper ocean (Martin et al. 1987; Buesseler et al. 2007) or gradually consumed and remineralized as it falls through the water column (Lee et al. 1998; Stemmann et al. 2004). Organic carbon that reaches the seafloor provides food for benthic fauna and some portion becomes sequestered through burial either before or after being ingested (Reimers et al. 1992; Levin et al. 1999; Smallwood et al. 1999). The fate of POC that reaches the seafloor is heavily influenced by the actions of benthic megafauna that feed on or bury the surface-derived phyto- detritus (Aller 1982; Smallwood et al. 1999). Here we show that climate variation and bioturbation at a site in the deep North Pacific (Sta. M: 34°50′N, 123°00′W; 4100 m depth) are positively correlated, and that increased POC flux leads to increased rates of bioturbation, an important carbon sequestration dynamic.

Echinocrepis rostrata, a deep-sea epibenthic, irregular echinoid, is common at Sta. M and leaves distinctive trails in the sediment that allow quantification of the volume disturbed by their movements. Abundance, body size, and speed of E. rostrata from the photographic record were used to create an equation describing E. rostrata bioturbation potential, similar to that generated for shallow-water environments (Solan et al. 2004; Lohrer et al. 2005). Unlike prior research, which used indices of bioturbation to compare the relative contributions of multiple epibenthic and infaunal populations with total sediment mixing rates in shallow water (Solan et al. 2004), our study focused on the primary species, E. rostrata, as a proxy for sediment disturbance in a deep-sea environment with few large epibenthic bioturbators. The traits used in our calculation of the sediment volume disturbed by E. rostrata bioturbation (B i, mm³ m⁻² d⁻¹) were abundance (A i, individuals m⁻²), size (S i, mm), movement speed (V i, mm d⁻¹), and depth of sediment disturbance (D i, mm):

\[ B_i = A_i \times S_i \times V_i \times D_i \]  (1)

Full descriptions of each trait and the details of their derivation from camera sled (CS) and time-lapse camera (TLC) data sets are provided in the Methods and Results section.

Methods

TLC—The TLC system was first deployed at Sta. M in 1989 (Smith et al. 1993) and continued through September 2007, collecting 27 time-lapse image data sets of approximately 4 months each. The camera took one oblique photograph of the seafloor every hour (Fig. 1a) and was serviced three times a year. The TLC consisted of a Benthos 377 camera mounted on a titanium frame at an angle of 31° from horizontal with the lens ~2 m above the seafloor. The camera was equipped with a 28-mm Nikonos lens, providing angular coverage of 50° in the horizontal and 35° in the vertical plane, and held 400 feet of 35-mm color-negative film (Fuji, type 8514, 500 ASA). Up to 3500 images could be collected in 4–6 months. Two 400-W strobes, one mounted on either side of the camera housing,
illuminated approximately 20 m² of the seafloor beginning at a distance of 1.8 m from the camera frame and extending approximately 6.5 m from the base of the camera frame (Smith et al. 1993 for a more complete description of the TLC).

CS—Fifty-two seasonal photographic line transects were also taken using a towed CS between October 1989 and October 2004. The CS data was used to evaluate the abundance and average body size over time because of the greater spatial coverage of the line transects (≈125,797 m²) compared with the TLC area (≈560 m²). Although abundance can be calculated from stationary measurements or “point transects,” the mobility of E. rostrata, the total number of individuals seen in the TLC records (n_TLC = 202), and the low number of individuals visible in the camera field of view at a particular point in time made it less appropriate to rely on TLC-based abundance values. Because of logistical restraints, the frequency of these transects was variable, but they were typically conducted seasonally. Line-transect photography was conducted using a Benthos 372 35-mm film camera and Benthos 382 strobe mounted on a towed benthic CS, at a height of 82 cm and 22.5° below horizontal. The camera took one photograph every 5 s as the sled moved along the bottom at ~2.8 km h⁻¹. The overlapping images created a continuous image mosaic of the seafloor. A semiballoon otter trawl net towed behind the CS collected specimens from the line-transect area. Specimens recovered from the trawl net were then identified and used to facilitate identification of the species observed in the line-transect photographs. The trawl net had a 6.1-m opening and a 3.8-cm stretch mesh net with a 1.3-cm mesh cod-end liner. The resulting photographic record monitored the benthic community over 18 yr. The CS tows provided instantaneous line-transect measurements of epibenthic megafauna abundance and size, whereas the TLC system monitored a single area of the seafloor for 4-month intervals with a detailed view of temporal changes in activity and bioturbation (Fig. 2a,b). Animal specimens were collected by remotely operated vehicle (ROV) and submersible during research cruises in 2006 and 2007.

Photographic analysis—The oblique photographs taken by the TLC were analyzed using a perspective-grid method (Wakefield and Genin 1987). Each image was projected onto a flat surface and digitized with a Science Accessories Corp. electronic digitizer interfaced with a computer. The CS photographs were evaluated using a Canadian grid system (Wakefield and Genin 1987) as well as the computer program DISTANCE (Laake et al. 1994). Using the digitized location of each individual along each transect, DISTANCE estimated the visibility of an object at a distance perpendicular to the centerline of the transect. The DISTANCE program then provided a probability density function and effective strip width (ESW) for each species. The transect length was calculated using the sum of nonoverlapping distances between frames along the axis of the transect. Overlap was estimated by measuring the relative positions of objects visible in sequential frames. The ESW was multiplied by the transect length to provide an estimation of abundance.

Sizes of E. rostrata for the bioturbation calculations were taken from the CS data rather than the TLC data again because of the much larger sample size. Size drawn from the CS photographs was of body length rather than the anterior width. Since anterior width corresponds to the width of the trails of disturbed sediment left by E. rostrata movement, we converted the length to width measurements using a ratio (length : anterior width) derived from measurements taken of 98 E. rostrata specimens collected by ROV and submersible.

Climate and upwelling indices—Four indices were examined as part of this study: the Northern Oscillation Index (NOI, Schwing et al. 2002), Southern Oscillation Index (SOI, Trenberth and Shea 1987), the Multivariate El Niño–Southern Oscillation Index (MEI, Wolter and Timlin 1998), and the Bakun Upwelling Index (BUI, Bakun 1973). The NOI is based on the difference in sea level air pressure anomalies between a location in the NE Pacific and a region near Darwin, Australia. The SOI is analogous
to the NOI, but is based on two South Pacific locations. The NOI is correlated more closely with ecological variables in the NE Pacific, although both the NOI and SOI are highly correlated (Schwing et al. 2002). The MEI is an anomaly index that incorporates parameters such as sea surface temperature, clouds, and wind (Wolter and Timlin 1998). Correlations with the MEI have the opposite sign of correlations with the NOI and SOI. The BUI is measure of the volume of water that upwells along the coast. It uses geostrophic wind fields to identify the amount of offshore transport of coastal surface waters.

All time-lagged correlations used the nonparametric Spearman rank correlation with monthly data and 1-month lag intervals. Pearson (parametric) correlations have several assumptions that are violated by the biological data in this study, including normality and homoscedasticity.

Fig. 2. *Echinocrepis rostrata* movement patterns digitized from 4-month (October to February) autonomous time-lapse camera deployment periods at Sta. M (a) before and (b) after the 1998 El Niño–La Niña cycle. These time periods illustrate the observed increase in *E. rostrata* abundance between 1998 and 2005. Each colored line indicates an individual *E. rostrata* trail through the field of view of the camera; units are in millimeters from the base of the field of view and the intervals between plotted points are hours.
POC flux—POC flux to the seafloor was measured using two Teflon™-coated McLane PARFLUX®-style sediment traps with 0.25-m² openings moored at 50 m above bottom (mab; 4050 m water depth) and 600 mab (3500 m water depth). Ten-day samples were taken at 50 and 600 mab. Details of sediment trap data collection and analysis can be found in Baldwin et al. (1998). Temporal gaps in measured POC flux measurements over the time series necessitated the creation of a composite estimate of POC flux. This POC flux composite incorporates POC flux data from 50 mab, then uses available data from the 600-mab sediment trap to fill in gaps where possible, and finally an estimation of POC flux to 50 mab on the basis of multiple regression analysis of empirical data. A detailed description of how the POC flux composite was generated can be found in Smith et al. (2006) and Ruhl (2008). The composite of both measured values and model-estimated values presented a nearly continuous POC flux time series to cross-correlate with climatic indices, bioturbation rate, and the parameters used to calculate the bioturbation rate (abundance, size, and speed).

Results

We derived the abundance of E. rostrata principally from the CS line transects, which provided a more robust measurement of abundance changes over time. An order-of-magnitude increase in E. rostrata abundance (Fig. 3a) occurred between 1998 (0.01–0.02 individuals m⁻²) and 2005 (0.80–1.12 individuals m⁻²) and was recorded from the CS transects (Ruhl 2007). A similar trend was seen in the number of E. rostrata drawn from the TLC data. The average yearly number of E. rostrata seen in the field of view of the TLC before 2000 was 0.4 individuals m⁻² (Fig. 2a), which doubled to 0.8 individuals m⁻² after 2000 (Fig. 2b).

The increase in abundance coincided with a decrease in the mean width of the individuals observed per month in both the CS (Ruhl 2007) and TLC photographic records. Monthly mean widths of E. rostrata observed by the CS decreased from 62 mm (±9 mm) before 2000 to 43 mm (±13 mm) after 2000 (Fig. 3a); however, the decrease in size seen in the TLC data fell within the error range. The disparity between the significance of the E. rostrata size changes observed in the CS data and the nonsignificant change seen in the TLC data was most likely due to the differences in spatial coverage and sample size. The CS camera, at ~1 m above the seafloor, facilitated measurements of smaller E. rostrata individuals and the greater spatial coverage enabled the CS to photograph a larger number of individuals (nCS = 2782) than the TLC (nTLC = 202).

Mean speed of E. rostrata individuals observed by the TLC (1.68 ± 0.85 m d⁻¹) did not exhibit a significant monotonic trend (p = 0.55) over the entire time series, from 1989 to 2007, and a Mann–Whitney test showed no significant difference (p = 0.31) between mean movement speeds from 1989 to 1998 and those from 2000 to 2006 (Fig. 3a). However, a seasonal pattern in E. rostrata movement speed did emerge. Speed correlated significantly (r = 0.29; p = 0.01) with sea surface temperature, which had a primarily seasonal variation during the study period, in a nonparametric Spearman correlation. There was also a significant positive correlation (r = 0.36; p = 1.85 × 10⁻⁶) between the size of E. rostrata individuals and their speed.

The mode of E. rostrata bioturbation, “plowing” through the top layer of the sediment, remained consistent in both TLC and CS photographic records. No E. rostrata were observed in the process of burrowing into the sediment; however, on a few occasions some individuals were coated with sufficient sediment to be nearly obscured. Although not able to be reliably measured from either TLC or CS photographs, furrow depth was determined by comparing the measured heights of collected E. rostrata individuals with the depth of the furrows they were observed creating in ROV and submersible video footage. The depth of the trails produced by the E. rostrata observed and collected during submersible and ROV dives at Sta. M ranged from 0- to 2-cm depth. Here we use an estimated mixing depth of 1 cm in the bioturbation equation.

The quantity of bioturbation values (n = 16) was a product of the occasional lack of temporal overlap between CS and TLC deployments. There was a total of 37 months with E. rostrata abundance and size data from the CS line transects, but only 16 of those months also included TLC deployments with visible E. rostrata that allowed measurement of movement speed and estimation of the bioturbation rate. The amount of sediment disturbance by E. rostrata calculated by using the above values was positively correlated (r = 0.65; p = 0.009) to POC flux to the seafloor, with periodic changes in bioturbation rate lagging variations in food supply by ~1 month (Table 1). However, there was no secular change in the E. rostrata bioturbation rate (p = 0.762) over the length of the time-series record (Fig. 3a). The lack of long-term nonperiodic change in E. rostrata bioturbation was not unexpected because of the relationship with POC flux. POC flux has also not undergone any secular change over the time period of the time series. The long-term trends seen in the variables used to calculate bioturbation show either no secular change (speed, trail depth) or a negative correlation (size vs. abundance; Fig. 3b).

POC flux has previously been correlated to upwelling indicators such as the BUI (Fig. 3d), with time lags between upwelling events and changes in the food supply to the deep sea of ~40 to 60 d at Sta. M (Baldwin et al. 1998). Climate indices expressive of El Niño–La Niña such as the NOI, the MEI (Fig. 3c), and the SOI have also been correlated with POC flux variations and shifts in benthic megafauna abundance (Ruhl and Smith 2004). Cross-correlations between NOI, SOI, and MEI climate indices and several holothurian species abundances peaked with abundance lagging climate by 11 to 22 months (Ruhl and Smith 2004). We found that bioturbation by E. rostrata was also correlated with these indices at time lags varying from 3 to 4 months for the BUI, and 16–20 months for the NOI,
SOI, and MEI (Table 1). The varying time-lags between changes in climate, temperature, upwelling, and bioturbation were not as clear-cut as anticipated, but can be attributed to the time necessary for climate variations to affect upwelling and POC flux and for the ensuing flux changes to be manifested in the seafloor community parameters. The parameters used to calculate the bioturbation rate (abundance, size, and speed) correlated with POC flux variations on differing timescales. *E. rostrata* abundance peaks lagged ~3 months behind POC flux changes, but there was no significant relationship between size and POC flux. Conversely, rates of speed shifted nearly instantaneously, with peaks lagging POC flux by ~0–1 month (Table 1). Speed of *E. rostrata* movement also
appeared to have seasonal peaks, coinciding with similar peaks in POC flux (Fig. 3a,d). The temporal lags between climate and bioturbation are the net outcome of changes in size, density, and speed.

The simplified sequence of events appears to unfold as follows: POC arrives on the seafloor, immediately increasing *E. rostrata* movement speed. Then, ~3–4 months later, abundance increases and average size declines (roughly simultaneously) with mixed effects on activity and bioturbation. The net result of increased POC flux on the above factors is manifested as an increase in *E. rostrata* bioturbation after ~1 month (Table 1).

**Discussion**

Epibenthic megafauna feeding and movement have proven to be major factors in incorporating detritus into the benthic food web. Detrital material that reaches the seafloor attracts epibenthic fauna that respond to these patches of resources (Levinton and Kelaher 2004; Ruhl and Smith 2004). These epibenthic megafauna then facilitate incorporation of the POC into the sediment where it is rapidly consumed by infauna (Smith et al. 1997; Levin et al. 1999) and bacteria (Smith et al. 1997). If the activity levels of epibenthic megafauna, such as the indicator species *E. rostrata*, are affected by climate-mediated changes in POC flux, the fate of carbon that reaches the seafloor will also be affected.

The time series used here is the most detailed available for mobile megafauna sediment disturbance in abyssal habitats. Data records of greater resolution or duration may yet reveal important seasonal or secular trends in bioturbation rates. For example, a paired *t*-test showed that there were significantly fewer occurrences (*p* = 0.009) of *E. rostrata* in TLC photographs during summer months than during winter months (Fig. 4). However, no seasonal pattern was found in the CS abundance data, which may indicate that the difference in the frequency of occurrence variation between TLC and CS abundances was primarily due to changes in movement speed or migration behavior rather than a localized change in population size. These behavioral changes, as well as size and abundance variation, would affect local bioturbation rates. Given the similar processes observed between Sta. M and other abyssal habitats, such as the Porcupine Abyssal Plain (Billett et al. 2001; Ruhl and Smith 2004) and the equatorial Pacific (Smith et al. 1997), broader effects on sediment mixing over regional to basin scales can be rationally extrapolated from the Sta. M data.

Shifting rates of bioturbation linked to climate could markedly affect sediment biogeochemistry. If global warming leads to increased stratification of ocean layers and decreased particle flux (Bopp et al. 2005), the results here suggest that rates of bioturbation would also decline. Decreasing rates of bioturbation would weaken sediment mixing, leading to reduced availability of surface-derived POC to deep-sea infauna and microbes (Reimers et al. 1992; Smallwood et al. 1999), resulting in reduced incorporation of surface-derived carbon into the infaunal food web (Aller 1982). Less sediment mixing by epibenthic megafauna could potentially strain infauna and microbial populations.
that depend on the transport of POC deposits from the sediment–water interface deeper into the sediment (Dano-
varo et al. 2008; Thistle et al. 2008). Restructuring of the benthic community and the rise of new dominant species might also follow such changes in sediment mixing.

Variation in sediment stratification and species composition due to changes in bioturbation rates (Guinasso and Schink 1975) can provide a means of tracking climatic shifts in the geologic record (Behl and Kennett 1996). Diversity oscillations and significant abundance changes in deep-sea benthic species have been linked to variation in climate both in the geologic record (Yasuhara et al. 2008) and in contemporary benthic surveys (Ruhl and Smith 2004; Ruhl 2008). Declines in sediment mixing and phytodetritus breakdown by benthic infauna and microbes combined with the decomposition of the food-deprived infaunal population could lead to reductions in dissolved oxygen in the sediment and a positive feedback loop that could even further reduce levels of bioturbation. Although even total anoxia does not preclude the breakdown of phytodetritus on the seafloor (Hulthe et al. 1998), the combined effect of reduced bioturbation and lower sediment oxygenation on the benthic community might fundamentally change the ability of the benthos to respond to and break down large pulses of phytodetritus during more productive periods. If bioturbation and burial were lessened, there could be a shift toward greater microbial remineralization of surface sediments, ultimately resulting in proportionally more carbon being released back into the water column as respired CO₂ rather than being sequestered deeper in the sediment.

The correlation between climate-mediated changes in POC flux, deep epibenthic animal behavior, and biologically mediated sediment mixing confirm that climate variation has far-reaching effects on the global carbon cycle, from surface productivity to deep-sea bioturbation. Long-term time-series measurements are critical to resolving the links between the surface and the actual fate of the POC being mixed by bioturbation in the context of changing climate.
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